
3rd March 2023

Celebration
Assembly



Year 3 are celebrating… 

Mrs Seale - Ellie and Myah for both improving a great deal with fluency 
in their reading.

Isla and Aarav for demonstrating a love of reading and being consistent in their 
quizzing

3H - Lilly has worked really hard all week with her independent writing. 
Fantastic work Lilly!

Myah has shown a great understanding of fractions in Maths. Brilliant work 
Myah!

3B - Ethan for showing brilliant independence, and growing in confidence, with 
his learning. Ellys for excellent listening and for focusing on her learning.





Year 4 are celebrating… 

4H - Nia for showing great oracy skills across all areas 
of the curriculum this week. Max for really engaging 
with our class book reading this week.

4F - Mimo for working working independently this 
week, and for producing an amazing explanation text 
on the digestive system. 
Mya for trying really hard in science this week and 
participating in class discussions.



Book in a jar Competition
WOW! We were very impressed with all of 
the competition entries. Throughout the day 
the whole school community enjoyed 
exploring and guessing the books.

We also had some wonderful entries from 
the staff. 

The School Council did a fantastic job of 
voting for the winners…



WINNERS! 

Y3 Amy 
Planet Omar

Y4 Gabrielle
Charlie & the 

Chocolate Factory

Y5 Bradley
Matilda

Y6 Alfie 
Space Boy



Year 5 are celebrating… 

5s - Trey for great improvement in Maths especially fractions.

5G - Zak for reaching 75% of his reading target already. Isaac 
Skinner for persevering in maths even when he found the 
concept difficult. 

5HB- Zak for showing great understanding in our earth and 
space lessons this week and for so positively sharing his 
thinking. Thank you to Daisy for always being so helpful around 
the class, it is really appreciated!

5M - Rafael for working really hard in all areas. Kayla for 
contributing well in reading and writing lessons.



Year 6 are celebrating… 

6B - Charlie F and Charlie K for their gymnastics sequence in PE this week. 
They both challenged themselves and used all the skills we have been 
learning about. Elsie for trying extremely hard in all our lessons this week 
and for setting a great example to others.

6S - Tymon and Grace for huge improvement with their writing and 
handwriting.

6J - James for showing care and thoughtfulness in art and creativity in his 
writing. 

6T Riley W has shown maturity, great understanding and a fantastic work 
ethic in art over the last two weeks. 

6RL  Heera for his fantastic progress in arithmetic - his next challenge is to  
conquer the reasoning!



Perfect Presentation!

Scarlett in 3P always presents her work with care but I was 
particularly impressed with the presentation of her non 
chronological report in English last Friday.

Oscar in 5G always  thinks carefully about the presentation of 
his work - beautiful handwriting, titles and dates underlined. I 
never need to remind him :)

Lili in 5HB consistently takes care and pride in her presentation 
in all of her lessons.

Kiyana in 6RL whose maths is always beautifully presented with 
one number in each box.



Awards! 

Bronze
Leo 



Team Points! 

85

83

82

71                        


